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Strategy Driven Innovation Program:  Executive Summary

§ Most companies and industries are facing massive change as a result of technology, rapid 
evolution of customer preferences, regulation and other factors

§ Companies must decide
– What they think will happen
– What they intend to do about it
– How their company will thrive as their industry evolves

§ However,
– It can be difficult to gain alignment
– Corporate innovation efforts are often insufficiently focused and inefficient

§ The Strategy Driven Innovation Program uses a proven process to align your team and develop a 
fact-based, value creating innovation strategy that is driven by your company’s unique 
competitive strategy

We’d welcome the opportunity to explore whether we could help you 
to optimize your innovation efforts and achieve your objectives
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Our founder is uniquely qualified to work with you on these workshops

Qualifications

§ Has led corporate development, innovation & strategy at top 
public companies

§ Led a technology start-up and is a recognized expert in how 
technology will transform industries

§ Has served as a senior partner at multiple top consultancies 
focusing on innovation, strategy, transactions, and valuation

§ Led Executive and Consultant Education for top consultancies and 
has decades of experience developing and delivering workshops

§ Has collaborated closely with renowned experts in innovation, 
valuation, risk, international transactions and negotiations

§ Received a Masters in Management Degree with distinction  from 
the J.L. Kellogg Graduate School of Management where he also 
completed study towards a Ph.D. in Finance

§ Holds a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) and Bachelors degrees 
in Physics and Music from the University of California

See Mr. Nodine’s full profile on LInkedIn

Tom Nodine
Managing Partner,
Corporate Transformation 
Partners, LLC
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A company’s competitive strategy informs the amount, type and 
operating model for innovation going forward

Step Key 
Innovation Questions Frameworks / Analyses / Alternatives

1 Innovation 
Strategy

Which needed 
capabilities can best be 
realized through 
innovation?

• Capability Blueprints
• Technology Roadmaps

2 Innovation 
Type

What type of Innovation 
is required?

• Core
• Adjacent
• Transformation

3 Technology 
Innovation

Which technologies 
should we be leveraging 
now and in the future?

• Current Technology Heatmap
• Future Technology Heatmap
• Technology Roadmap

4 Governance & 
Organization

What governance and 
organizational structure 
will we use?

• Same / different Brand or Operating Company
• Centralized / decentralized decision making
• Separate vs. allocated funding
• Business investment vs. VC investment

5 Operating 
Model

What blend of innovation 
activities should our 
operating model provide?

• Ideation / Communication
• Testing / Piloting
• Refining
• Integration / Commercialization
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5 Steps to Defining a Strategy Driven Innovation Capability 
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CTP uses a proven framework for identifying value creating competitive 
strategies, and the transactions and innovations necessary to realize them

Bases of 
Competition

Current 
Position

Future 
Position

Unique 
Capability 

Gaps

Strategic 
Innovation

Trans-
actions

1. Scale - o x
2. Operating

Efficiency - + x
3. Product 

Breadth - o x
4. Pricing o o
5. Service

Quality o + x
6. Customer 

Relationships + +
7. Brands o + x
8. Legacy

Systems o -
9. New

Technologies - o x
10. Data and

Analytics o + x

What are the key 
bases of competition 
across all 
competitors?

Where do 
we stand 
today?

What unique 
combination of 
capabilities will allow 
us to “win”?*

What capability gaps will 
we need to fill to get 
there?

Which gaps can best be 
filled through internal 
innovation? 

Which gaps can best 
be filled via 
transactions and 
partnerships with 
external providers?

The “Strategy Driven” Framework
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The Strategy Driven Innovation (SDI) Program commonly involves 3 
workshops and supporting analysis

Project Kick-off Meeting:
Primary Issue:  What process will we undertake and what will be expected at each step?
§ Discuss Process
§ Define Roles
§ Set Expectations

ILLUSTRATIVE

Workshop #1: Forming Our View
Primary Issue:  What are our views about how our businesses will evolve?
§ Identify how our competitive strategy should change and what new capabilities will be needed
§ Assess which businesses might be most impacted or might have the greatest opportunity 
§ Brainstorm potential strategic innovation initiatives

Workshop #2: Potential Strategic Innovation Initiatives
Primary Issue:  What responses might make sense?
§ Review “fleshed out” potential strategic innovation initiatives
§ Conduct initial assessment and prioritization of potential initiatives
§ Refine the draft “Future Technology Heatmap”

Workshop #3: Action Planning 
Primary Issue:  How will we move ahead?
§ Review the portfolio of initiatives and confirm their overall strategic fit, synergies and viability
§ Refine the draft roadmaps
§ Plan for execution
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Analysis will be conducted after each SDI workshop to provide a solid 
fact base and support effective decision making

Project 
Kick-off 
Meeting:

Workshop #2:
Potential 
Strategic 
Innovation
Initiatives 

Workshop #3:  
Action 
Planning 

§ Flesh out potential initiatives (e.g., impacts on revenues, profits, investment and risk)
§ Develop economic model to assess the value impact of proposed initiatives
§ Assess the ability for multiple new technologies to improve your businesses
§ Create draft future “technology heatmap”

§ Review public information on new technologies and industry transformation
§ Review internal documentation on competitive strategy and transformation efforts
§ Interview leadership
§ Develop a current “technology heatmap”

§ Refine economic modeling of each initiative
§ Assess the interdependencies and synergies associated with different initiative portfolios
§ Align on final strategic innovation initiatives to pursue
§ Create draft roadmaps for each initiative

§ Refine roadmaps based on feedback
§ Gain final approval and funding for initiatives
§ Launch selected strategic initiatives
§ Track progress against strategic roadmaps over time and remediate

Supporting Analyses
(Illustrative)

We can work with 
your team to conduct 

these analyses

Workshop #1:
Forming 
Our View
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The core question behind Workshop 1 is…

What should we do?
§ Given the pace of change, doing nothing is not an option

§ However, we want to take a practical perspective:
– Do the right things to hedge the risks we face, pursue realistic opportunities and foster our 

continued evolution . . .
– Without over-estimating our abilities, trying to do everything at once, or harming our 

current businesses

§ We’d prefer to address these issues internally and with the core management team
– We don’t all have to agree about every aspect of the future
– But we do need to make a collective “bet” on how quickly our business might change and 

how much we should do/invest to mitigate risks and realize new opportunities that lie 
before us
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SDI Workshop #1 also helps the management team align on your overall 
technology strategy

1. How and when will technology impact the industry and company?
2. How will we “win” in the coming technology driven environment?

Spectrum of Strategic Approaches

Execute an
“Enlightened

Harvest” Strategy

Leverage New 
Technologies into 
Existing Processes

Leverage New 
Technologies into

Updated Processes

Pursue
New Business 

Models

Examples

§ Mobile
§ Cloud
§ Digital Photos
§ AI / Watson
§ Sensors

§ Sales Processes
§ Service Processes
§ Pricing Processes
§ Production Processes
§ Delivery Processes

§ Direct
§ PAYG
§ Embedded Products
§ Life Enhancement

Actions

§ Emphasize profits over 
growth

§ Curtail investment in 
new business models 
and technologies

§ Explore selling

§ Find new technologies 
that are ripe to  
implement

§ Build and execute a 
roadmap for 
implementation

§ Reengineer current 
business processes

§ Choose appropriate 
technologies

§ Build and execute a 
roadmap

§ Participate in Innovation 
Accelerators

§ Create new products and 
services

§ Test and learn quickly

XDo
Nothing

Key Questions for Technology Strategy
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SDI Workshops #2 and #3 focus on finding the best opportunities for 
new technologies and developing a roadmap to make them real

• Many new technologies are ready NOW to add value to the insurance value chain
– Mobile Apps
– Virtual Agents and Support
– Digital Image Processing

• Waiting is often to your disadvantage

• How to Proceed? 
– Produce a  current heatmap of where technologies are now across the organization
– Product a future heatmap of where they should be
– Create a technology roadmap to ensure they’re executed efficiently

– Sensors for Cars, Homes and People
– Data Analytics and Artificial Intelligence capabilities
– Many others…

A B C D X Y Z Sales Service Claims 

Cloud - SaaS / PaaS / IaaS
Mobile Platforms & Apps
Telematics 
Home Sensors
Wearables 
Data & Analytics
3D Printing
Robotics
AI / Cognitive Computing
Social Networking 
 Blockchain
Nanotechnology
Drones & Surviellance 
Virtual & Augmented Reality

Strong Capability

Moderate Capability

Weak Capability

Technologies 
Brands Functions Product Lines

A B C D X Y Z Sales Service Claims 

Cloud - SaaS / PaaS / IaaS
Mobile Platforms & Apps
Telematics 
Home Sensors
Wearables 
Data & Analytics
3D Printing
Robotics
AI / Cognitive Computing
Social Networking 
 Blockchain
Nanotechnology
Drones & Surviellance 
Virtual & Augmented Reality

Technologies 
Brands Product Lines Functions 

Current Technology Heatmap Future Technology Heatmap

Technology 
Roadmap
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Area Expert Thought Leadership
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Tom Copeland* “Valuation”

Sharpe & Lintner Capital Asset Pricing Model

Steve Ross* Arbitrage Pricing Theory

Miller & Modigliani Optimal Capital Structure
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Michael Porter “Competitive Strategy”, “Competitive Advantage”

Peter Diamandis* “Abundance”

Salim Ismail* “Exponential Organizations”

Clayton Christensen “Innovator’s Dilemma”
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Alan Shapiro* “Multinational Financial Management”

Lenos Tregeorgis* “Real Options: Managerial Flexibility and Strategy”

Jon Katzenbach* “The Discipline of Teams”, “Teams at the Top”

N
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n Leigh Thompson* “The Heart and Mind of the Negotiator”

Jeanne Brett* “Negotiating Rationally” and “Negotiating Globally”

Fisher & Ury “Getting to Yes”

The SDI Program leverages thinking from world renowned experts in 

finance, valuation, strategy, innovation and management

* Mr. Nodine has direct collaboration experience with these experts
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CTP’s Strategy Driven Innovation Program delivers extraordinary value

Benefits Description

Superior Value 
Creation

The largest innovation “cost” is often the failure to take advantage of new opportunities as 
the industry evolves.  By pro-actively identifying these opportunities and aligning your team 
on specific initiative this “opportunity cost” is avoided.

Superior 
Processes, Tools 
and Frameworks

This program leverages world-class innovation processes, tools and best practices that have 
been refined over decades of real world application. Of course, we will happily integrate 
your company’s processes, tools and frameworks

Superior Focus 
on Your 
Company

Our in-house programs focus on your company, industry, processes, and culture to 
accelerate progress and integrate new processes, tools and knowledge

Superior Skill 
Development

We design our programs around the specific participants you intend to have and customize 
the materials, examples and case exercises to develop the precise knowledge and skills they 
will need to be successful going forward

Superior Team 
Development

Our programs result in every member of your team knowing how their role fits into 
innovation efforts.  They also create relationships with corporate leaders and other 
participants that will be valuable in future innovation initiatives

Positive
Momentum

Our programs are highly interactive and enjoyable.  Your team emerges confident, enabled 
and excited to help your company innovate.  

Superior Cost 
Efficiency

The cost of CTP’s “facilitated approach” is typically 1/10th the cost of hiring a consultant to 
perform similar work

SDI Program Benefits
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There are several “next steps” we could take

§ Learn more about your objectives for innovation, your innovation team and process, and the 
specific challenges they face
– Discuss with innovation leaders and process participants
– Review your current process, tools and frameworks
– Identify specific issues to be addressed and knowledge and skills to be gained

§ Review innovation processes, tools and frameworks and sample materials

§ Identify potential customizations

§ Produce customized workshop agendas

We’d welcome the opportunity to explore whether we could help you 
to optimize your innovation efforts and achieve your objectives
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CTP also conducts a range of other Corporate Programs and Workshops

Program* Description

Strategy 
Driven 
Transactions

§ Program to help teams identify, close and integrate value creating transactions

§ Topics include:

– Identifying targets with good “strategic fit” and unique synergies

– Conducting due diligence and valuation
–Negotiating to ensure value creation

– Focused target integration to realize intended synergies

–Working as a team to ensure functional, operational and strategic resources add value to 

the process

Strategic 
Planning 
Workshops

§ Facilitated workshops to create a fact based, value creating competitive strategy that is 

“owned” by your team with optional support to help your team conduct necessary analyses

– Competitive Segment Definition and Attractiveness

– Strategic Alternative Development and Evaluation
– Strategy Selection and Roadmapping

Valuation 
Workshop

§ Detailed review of valuation models including their basis in financial economics, their 

practical applications and behavioral implications

– Discounted Cash Flow (DCF)

– Current and Transaction Multiples
– Asset-Based Valuation

– Real Options

§ Defining a common language and approach for applying each model

§ Building skills at valuing domestic and foreign businesses

* Go to www.CorporateTransformation.Partners for more details

http://www.CorporateTransformation.Partners

